
The White Water Awards are aimed at paddlers looking to develop their skills for a
safe day out on rivers. So whether you’re new to paddling on rivers, or looking to
progress to grade 4-5 rivers, there’s something for everyone!  
 
These awards can be taken in a variety of craft, including white water kayaks, OC1s
and sit on tops, depending on your skill level and the environment.  

The White Water Award will give you the ability
to apply your choices to a successful day on
rivers of up to Grade 2, supporting you in the
understanding and use of the fundamentals in
white water paddling. 
 
Learning how to cross a flow, changing and
maintaining direction, running the river, as well as
looking at the factors which affect our decisions
on where and when to go out paddling. 
 

The Award helps you to consolidate, develop
and progress your personal paddling and
decision making abilities for a successful day
out on rivers of Grade 3-4. 
 
Developing a deeper understanding of our
surroundings and a range of skills including
running the river and tactical awareness. 

The Advanced White Water Award develops your
personal paddling and decision making abilities
for rivers of Grade 4-5. 
 
Developing robust skills, confidence and decision
making are all integral for an advanced river trip.  

Although not prerequisites, these awards provide
appropriate acknowledgement of personal skills for
paddlers wanting to attend Coaching & Leadership
qualifications. Achieving these awards ahead of the
relevant qualification will enable you to focus on the
course content, rather than being concerned with
your personal skills. 
 
White Water Award: Paddlesport Leader,
Paddlesport Instructor or Kayak Coach (Sheltered
Water)  
Progressive White Water Award: White Water
Kayak Leader or White Water Kayak Coach  
Advanced White Water Award: Advanced White
Water Kayak Leader, White Water Kayak Coach
(Advanced Water) or Performance White Water
Kayak Coach 
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